
Key Issue and Overview of Impact on the Field:  
Observatories are increasingly struggling to develop, fund, and deploy the next           
generation of instrumentation for ground-based OIR telescopes of all aperture sizes.           
The capabilities and complexities of new instrumentation has driven up costs and            
lengthened development schedules. In some cases, future instrumentation costs for 8+           
meter telescopes could exceed $50 million and build times can easily exceed five years              
after preliminary design review. At the same time, many recent instruments have far             
exceeded their cost and schedule estimates, requiring further, often substantial, outlays           
of funds and significant delays before commissioning on the telescope. While some            
minor cost increases and schedule slips will always be present in complicated            
instrumentation, the majority of major slips can be avoided via more robust instrument             
design development at a project onset.  
  
Although we intend this document to apply to all large US OIR observatories, the W. M.                
Keck Observatory (WMKO) is used here as one example for a large OIR telescope for               
history and context. Early instrumentation for the WMKO was developed at the primary             
partner institutions--Caltech, UCLA IR Labs, and UCSC/UCO--and was solely         
developed at those institutions. These early instruments were primarily funded with           
institution funds and were relatively low cost compared to those of successive            
generations. The increase in cost of modern instruments reflects not only a rise in the               
rise in GDP but also in the science community’s desire to maximize output and take               
advantage of the full aperture of the telescopes, and thus requiring substantially more             
complicated instrument designs (Kulkarni, 2016). For example, the last two major           
facility class instruments commissioned at WMKO were MOSFIRE (a multi-object NIR           
spectrograph) and KCWI (a blue-sensitive optical integral field spectrograph) and were           
collaboratively built between the major instrument labs at three institutions. Like the            
WMKO instrument LRIS (an optical spectrograph and imager) decades ago, KCWI was            
too costly to build at one time, so the project was split between KCWI, the blue side,                 
and KCRM, the red side. MOSFIRE and KCWI were commissioned in 2012 and 2018              
and each cost >$10M. For both MOSFIRE and KCWI (along with another WMKO             
instrument, OSIRIS, and AO instrumentation projects), the NSF’s Telescope System          
Instrumentation Program (TSIP) program was used to partially fund the projects. Private            
philanthropy has been used to fund the other half of MOSIFRE and KCWI. These two               
facility class instrumentation projects took six and eight years respectively to complete.            
The KCRM project is estimated to take an additional four years to fill out the KCWI                
spectrograph as it was originally intended.  
  
Given the cost and complexity of facility class major instruments, including their            
upgrades, it has become WMKO practice to assess the initial cost and schedule             



estimates and to identify where we can improve the process. The early concept and              
feasibility phases that have been traditionally funded internally have resulted in strong            
science cases and identified the key technical challenges. With every instrument these            
challenges make an instrument exciting and worth doing, and are enticing to reviewers             
and philanthropists, but can result in instrument development teams underbidding the           
costs of the instrument, not because they are purposely misleading agencies, but rather             
because they are not funded appropriately in these early stages to concentrate on the              
overall cost of the instrument and schedule. Constrained budget profiles for the early             
stages of instrument concept and system design lead to risk: that a strong scientific              
proposal will be awarded funding without proper vetting of the programmatic to establish             
the true cost of the instrument.  
  
Providing robust cost estimates is particularly important for large instrumentation          
projects in the US and around the globe. For example, Instruments focusing on             
exoplanet identification and characterization like GPI, SPHERE, HARPS, ESPRESSO,         
and KPF have costs that range from $8 to $50M. Major overruns of these instruments               
could significantly impact the projects and funding agencies, and could result in projects             
being cancelled and in opportunity losses for the science and other external            
instrumentation initiatives.  
  
Continuing WMKO as our case example, after the first generation of instruments and             
both telescopes were on line, the Science Steering Committee identified a need to fund              
conceptual studies to mature and nurture instrument programs to better prepare them            
for future funding requests, and to more accurately understand the technical challenges,            
the schedule, and ultimately the cost of the instruments. The intent was to fund one or                
two new instrument concept or upgrade studies annually using WMKO funds targeted to             
this purpose. To date, this program has had some success: it has succeeded in funding               
initiatives for upgrades and establishing the science cases for future proposals.           
Unfortunately, the level of internal funding is not sufficient for development teams to             
develop their budgets and schedules before requesting major funding for large (>$5M)            
instrumentation.  
  
There are nevertheless many benefits of the internal instrument concept studies at            
WMKO. First, less than 30% of the funded design concepts resulted in a proposal being               
submitted. The process identifies projects that are not prepared to submit a proposal             
because the science did not support it, the technology was not well developed, the              
resources were not sufficient to support the project internally, or they were not             
strategically in line with WMKO’s future or the strategic needs of the community. Of the               
30% that did lead to a proposal, the projects had a high probability of obtaining either                



federal or private funding because the proposals were well crafted using the funds             
provided. What is acceptable in this early phase is that a project may fail to design                
something viable, and thus, the observatory protects itself from overruns by a poorly             
formed proposal. This is easier to judge in small proposal upgrades. What is not              
acceptable for any institution is a process that leads to successful proposal that results              
in an underfunded project because the original estimates were significantly low.  
  
We argue here that underestimating larger instrumentation initiatives is not due to a lack              
of expertise, but rather a lack of resources in the early phases of development. Expert               
instrument builders are not immune to underestimation if they are not given the             
resources needed to complete an exhaustive costing. Discussion with instrument          
builders and external seed funding program managers at WMKO’s partner institutions at            
Caltech and UC suggests that existing programs at NSF and internal to the observatory              
partners are inadequate to develop major instrumentation because: 

● Internal funds are primarily provided to develop science cases and complete 
trade studies on new technologies.  

● Very little funding is available for developing schedules and budgets 
● Engineering assistance is inadequate to resource with these funds and is thus 

left to the PI or project scientist to estimate 
● Project management resources are inadequate to be secured with these funds 
● Teams can’t reserve their own time effectively when they have to balance larger 

funded institutional initiatives 
● Teams are too optimistic about their own and the observatory’s infrastructure  
● No one outside the team reviews budget and schedule  

  
Some of these issues can be addressed by the observatories themselves through            
rigorous proposal readiness review. In such a review, the project is assessed by an              
external panel of experts that focus on feasibility, scope, budget, and schedule. The             
goal is to ensure projects are not underestimating their costs and schedule. What             
observatories do not have the capacity for, however, is the ability to fund the design of a                 
major instrument up through a preliminary design review milestone. 
  
Currently, there are four possible national programs that are available for funding            
ground-based OIR instrumentation via the NSF: the ATI, MRI, MSIP, and MsRI            
programs. ATI and MSIP are unique to the AST division within NSF, while MRI and               
MsRI are NSF-wide initiatives. The strengths of these programs is that they allow for a               
wide range of funding up to $70M. Instrument developers can target specific funding             
programs that match their anticipated development costs. Of particular note, the MSIP            
and MsRI-1 programs allow for investigators to seek design funding to bring them to a               



preliminary design level. This is beneficial in particular for MsRI programs that are             
anticipating more shovel ready initiatives.  
  
An examination of the MRI program listing that shows all the MRI programs funded              
(https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/advancedSearchResult?ProgEleCode=1189&Boolea
nElement=ANY&BooleanRef=ANY&ActiveAwards=true&#results) suggests that AST    
has received ~$100M out of the $2B available in the MR since 2000. Surprisingly, with               
the rising costs of instrumentation in mind, there are very few projects funded at a level                
of $3-4M via MRI: roughly 4 over two decades. Although the science returns on the               
proposed instrumentation may be exciting for a review committee, the uncertainty in            
costs at this traditional stage of development when there has only been a modest              
investment in the project may not justify the larger price tags for reviewers in              
comparison to other NSF divisions who are often purchasing instrumentation from           
vendors instead of designing and developing equipment.  
 
An additional, parallel approach to instrumentation development occurs at another large           
US OIR facility, namely the Gemini Observatory’s Visiting Instrument Program (VIP).           
VIP was established to provide the ground-based optical astronomical community with a            
wider range of instrument capabilities that is possible through facility instruments alone.            
The VIP also provides instrument development teams with opportunities to pursue their            
own science with instruments of their own design installed on a world-class 8-m             
telescope. The VIP strives to provide a balanced suite of cutting-edge capabilities, some             
with broad appeal and others that appeal to more specific science cases that may yield               
high profile results. In this way, Gemini can respond more quickly to new trends in               
research without the large overhead and cost involved in selecting a new facility             
instrument.  
 
Additionally, the VIP has begun to serve as an entry point for teams that ultimately wish                
to deliver a new facility instrument to Gemini, whether for their own science or to gain                
experience for future instrument projects on 30m-class telescopes. In such cases, the            
team can start by demonstrating the capabilities of the instrument and the demand on              
the part of Gemini’s users. Once proven, Gemini and the team can mutually decide              
whether the instrument should continue on a visiting basis (with the team providing             
significant user support) or if it should be adopted as a facility instrument with the               
Observatory taking over all support and maintenance. Gemini maintains an open Call            
for Visiting Instrument Proposals and provides technical support for the instrument           
teams. However, Gemini's development funding is limited, so it is necessary for the             
teams to obtain their own funding. Increased funding for instrumentation at the national             



level would allow Gemini to partner with more instrument teams to bring a wider range               
of diverse capabilities to the US astronomical community. 

  
With this review of the landscape, we pose the following questions: 

● Can we improve the instrument funding process so that our community of 
instrument developers will provide better estimates of both schedule and budget 
for new major facility class instrument initiatives? 

● Can we provide our instrument developers with funds in early development 
phases to provide the appropriate level of resources? 

● By spending more in the design phases, can our community be more successful 
against other divisions competing for similar resources?  

  
Strategic Plan: 
  
With large instrumentation projects, the engineering groups and principle investigators          
request some level of involvement from a system engineer, optical engineer,           
mechanical engineer, electrical engineer, and a detector expert to help cost all the             
efforts involved. The level of involvement from the engineering staff depends critically            
on the technical risks that are present in the project and not all of the listed engineers                 
need be involved depending on the project proposed. The most essential and            
difficult-to-fund part of a pre-proposal study is the support of these engineers to flesh              
out the optical/mechanical design with enough specificity to have a believable budget            
and performance numbers. Software is usually not directly addressed in the proposal            
development stage unless there is some unique application, but recent community-wide           
interest in providing science quality products from data reduction pipelines have pushed            
recently for a software engineer to be involved with the cost estimation.  
  
In general, instrument engineers and developers advocate that 5-10% of the total            
estimated instrument costs should be invested in early feasibility and concept stages to             
complete system design and up to preliminary design studies. Estimates of costs for             
various levels of projects are the following: 

● Minor instrument technology advances by ATI <$1M:  $50k to $100k.  
● Instrument upgrades at $1-3M supported with an MRI:  $50k  to $300k.  
● Brand new instrument at  $3-30M supported via MSIP or MsRI: $150k to $3M.  

  
Because observatories have seen early returns with smaller upgrades, we assert that            
the methodology of 5-10% up-front investment, an 1-2 year length for design studies,             
and accepting the possibility that some projects will not continue after design investment             



is a sound one, and that the instrument building community has learned from past              
experience. Unfortunately, observatories can’t fund the early design phases at the           
needed level for the larger instrumentation initiatives without multi-year funding or           
significant external support. Using internal funds, an observatory can support at most            
one study for an instrument upgrade in the $1-3M range. For major facility class              
instrumentation estimated at $20-30M, 4-6 years of investment are needed to           
appropriately fund the early design phase with existing internal funds. This cycle roughly             
equates to the time to build an instrument, thus requiring a 10-12 year cycle that would                
prohibit any other study for a six year period. In order to maintain instrument              
development at a cadence to match the community’s national science needs, additional            
design resources are needed to meet the demands for major instrumentation projects.  
  
The most important commodity for these studies is time, and an influx of funds would               
purchase appropriate time resources for the project. For faculty, this may mean they are              
buying themselves out of academic responsibilities or funding a portion of their summer             
salary. For engineers, this may mean paying directly for their hours. For very technically              
challenging projects, funding for prototyping is needed to assess and retire risk before             
committing major instrumentation build funds. Due to the need to secure time for             
developing schedule and budget, prototyping activities should be limited to a fraction of             
the overall budget in this phase to ensure the budget and schedule are allocated the               
appropriate effort. 
  
Given the strong likelihood of instrumentation funding to remain constrained into the            
2020s, even with the arrival of new telescope facilities, the need for more robust design               
development for projects and funding opportunities at all levels is all the more urgent.              
Thus, the strategy to reduce cost overruns and bolster instrument concepts and designs             
is to develop a federal funding program that is earmarked only for designing the              
instrument through a preliminary design review. We argue that these awards are not             
eligible for supplemental funding. Development teams requiring additional design funds          
to complete the design as scoped validates this process since they have effectively             
discovered that the overall project will cost more, and thus, identified the need for future               
funding in following design and build phases to complete those design overrun            
activities. It must be acceptable that in this design program, teams are allowed to fail               
and not follow through on proposal goals.  
  
One expectation of the program is that there will have been a formal review of the initial                 
design vetted by external reviewers with expertise in the instrument technology with less             
emphasis placed on scientific objectives aside from the explicit flow-down of science            
goals to instrumentation requirements. The end goal will be that an instrument is             



properly costed, and as a result, there is significant risk reduction that instrument             
components will be descoped when given long term build funds via another proposal.             
Further reduced is the risk that supplemental requests to cover overruns will occur in              
the long term build, and moreover, the project can be more easily managed because              
the programmatics with schedule are well developed.  
  
Such a program would allow instruments to better understand what ‘cost box’ (i.e. NSF              
program) they actually occupy instead of proposing to a funding level that forces             
significant science de-scopes post-award when detailed design shows they cannot meet           
budget or schedule. It would help ensure the vitality of the instrument building             
community by allowing new teams to properly fund their design development efforts and             
bring in needed external expertise. Furthermore, we expect the process would help PIs             
to develop plans and strategies for baseline instruments with upgrade paths for            
modularity that fit better within NSF program opportunities because they will better know             
their costs for individual elements of the plan. Finally, beyond any specific instrument,             
such a program would significantly decrease the impact of significant cost and schedule             
overruns on the larger funding landscape.  
  
  
Schedule & Organization, Partnerships, and Current Status: 
  
Two NSF programs, MSIP and MSRI-1 have biannual cadences that offer funding for 
design studies in preparation for instrumentation with eventual costs spanning $1-70M. 
Both MSIP and MSRI-1 offer instrument development teams funding to mature designs 
in preparation for future implementation proposals specifically targeting these two 
programs.  For astronomical instrumentation development, however, there are 
challenges with these two programs: 

● MsRI-1 is not specific to the AST division at NSF and thus competition is 
NSF-wide and fierce as evidenced by the total funding requested for the first 
rounds MsRI programs.  

● MSIP has gone largely under-funded since the 2010 Decadal Survey due to 
budget constraints. 

● Instrument building organizations fear competing with themselves because they 
don’t want to submit design proposals that could defeat major instrument 
development projects, and as a result, they do not submit for major design 
funding through these programs.  

● Budget insecurities exist because the levels of funding for the MSIP (and 
expected fluctuations for MsRIs) provide an unsteady means of incubating 



instrument designs and because the programs themselves are offered every 
other year at undetermined top line amounts. 

All of the above reasons have lead to instrument developers submitting proposals that             
included both design and building funds, and in some cases, stuffing these proposals             
into smaller funding boxes that are more regularly funded on annual cycles (MRI).  
  
Although we are primarily discussing a new program that would be supported by the              
NSF, these recommendations may be adopted by any ground-based funding agency           
(NASA, NSF, DOE). In the context of NSF, we recommend: 

● Eliminate the design funding options in the MSIP and MsRI programs.  
● Establish an annual Major Instrumentation Design Incubation program (MIDI). 
● Set the funding range for an instrument program at $100k-$3M to fund 

instruments designs with anticipated costs between 1 and $60M at a level of 
5-10%.  

● Establish a call for proposals that is in sync with the MSIP and MRI program with 
submissions in the winter and suggest January as the submission deadline.  

● Set a maximum duration of 2 years, as the goal is to provide instrument cost and 
schedule estimates on short time scales with appropriate resources. 

○ E.g. assume the program will carry an instrument team through a one-year 
development cycle (Oct FY1 to Oct FY2)  or two year development cycle 
(Oct FY1- Oct FY3).  

● No-cost extensions are provided in exceptional circumstances as the goal is not 
to prolong the design process to have a polished product, but rather get as far 
along in the design as possible to understand scope, budget, and schedule better 
than in the past.  

● Emphasize that proposals will be judged as to whether key engineering staff with 
expertise in optical, mechanical, electrical, detectors, and software development 
are appropriately reserved AND that system engineering and project 
management must be identified.  

● Allow for projects to foster a public/private partnership to encourage matching 
funds from private foundations and donors as these organizations often provide 
seed funding for future instrumentation efforts.  

● Establish expectations that this funding: 
○ Does not guarantee funding through other government programs and is 

only provided to mature plans and assess viability.  
○ Does not by completion and participation improve chances of future 

success with other programs.  
  
Cost Estimates: 



  
Here, we propose that the NSF establish a dedicated annual funding cycle for             
developing instrument concepts, with a focus on those instruments that directly address            
the strategic needs of the U.S. ground-based community as identified in the Decadal             
Survey and other assessments (e.g. the NAS Exoplanet Science Strategy report). To            
estimate the amount of funding needed for this program, we review what has been              
funded in past years through the MRI and MSIP programs with have historically been              
the primary funding NSF programs for relatively larger instrumentation.  

● MRI: 
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/advancedSearchResult?ProgEleCode=1189&B
ooleanElement=ANY&BooleanRef=ANY&ActiveAwards=true&#results 

● MSIP: 
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/advancedSearchResult?ProgEleCode=1257&B
ooleanElement=Any&BooleanRef=Any&ActiveAwards=true&#results 

  
For MRI, annual funding averages $110M of which programs in AST have been             
awarded roughly 10% since 2000. For MSIP, the average annual funding available is             
$12M a year since 2010. Here we assume a notional over-subscription of 5 to 1. At                
%10 percent, the funding for the desing phase would be $12.5 M. For the proposed               
MIDI, we anticipate and prefer a higher proposal acceptance rate since it is anticipated              
that programs will fail this stage and not move forward with a major funding request.               
Additionally, by encouraging and fostering public and private funding, the NSF can            
leverage the funding and significantly increase the number of projects that may be             
vetted through in the early design phases. Last, instrument build proposals are            
inherantly more expensive than equipment purchase proposals, and thus, more funding           
on average is needed for facility instruments in AST than in other NSF divisions              
supported under the MRI umbrella.  
  
Based on the above, a funding level of approximately $15 million annually would             
facilitate design development for multiple instrument concepts at scales across the           
portfolio from MRI through MSRI. The funds would be intended to not only support the               
instrument PI and science teams, but also fund the critical design components of             
engineering, project management, and observatory integration. Depending on the         
scope of the project, approximately 5-10% of the final project cost will be invested in a                
project, and this funding line would provide that level of investment for multiple             
instrument concepts annually.  
 
 
 

https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/advancedSearchResult?ProgEleCode=1189&BooleanElement=ANY&BooleanRef=ANY&ActiveAwards=true&#results
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